This lecture deals with intelligent method based emotional actuator design approaches. Emotional intelligence has been described as the capacity to monitor and regulate one's own feeling and others' feelings, and to use feelings to guide thought and action by Salovey and Mayer in 1990. In light of the above agent definitions, we may have a different decision because entity whose state includes not only mental components of belief, capabilities, choices, and commitments, but emotional components of mood, preference, attitude, and feeling. Here, technologies for emotionally oriented control strategies or actuator design or programming architectures should be allowed to compute with consistency and appropriate relatedness between emotion and intellect. From the biological information processing view, emotional intelligence may be practically defined as the ability to use "emotional knowledge" in the mapping from percepts to actions. Recently, theoretically or neurologically we have commonly been researching that most artificial intelligences have come from emulating activities in bio areas or mathematical tools.
However, developing speed of ICT is so fast and smart technology is growing up to apply in modern industry areas. Therefore, some of them are going to introduce into ICT or robot. Especially, robots are becoming more and more ubiquitous in human environments. The time will decided by our ability to express effectively human's mind such as intelligence and emotion. That is, emotion-inspired mechanisms will deal with importance for autonomous robots in a human environment, and also related works may be studied. The cognitive component is also important for perceiving and interpreting events.
To implement emotion function in robot, there are several approaches to soft computing and control algorithm to control effectively robot. However, many of them do not deal with emotion function in their soft computing algorithm. So, at this point, emotion actuator based on Fusion of Soft Computing and Emotional function should be introduced into the research method and real control system such as, robot, ICT, design, and so on. Herein, we are going to develop actuator design and the corresponding fusion algorithms or models with learning algorithms including emotion function. Next, applications of these soft computing-based AIS (Artificial Intelligence Soft computing) in driver and expression system should be considered as well as analyzed. Performance comparisons between the conventional methods and new solutions should be made for safety and real artificial intelligence. First, this lecture describes research background about emotional actuator by using several examples and secondly illustrates emotion actuator design by using hybrid system and vector control method. The vector control system has been widely used to operate in a wide speed range and this paper introduce into emotion controller. Next description is actuator design for emotion control by disturbance acceptance of classical controller and bacterial foraging. Conclusion suggests many possible approaches and why it is important at this point to introduce emotion in industry and how we can obtain a good idea for emotion.
